
Donate Now

Historic Building

Maintenance and Repair Project

Buildings are one of humanity’s most precious

cultural treasures, and NTU’s campus buildings have

witnessed the passing of history. They reflect a

particular era’s inherent cultural and spiritual values,

and house the collective memories of the NTU

community.

Currently, the campus has 30 historic sites (such as the

Old Main Library, the Administrative Building, the

College of Law Building on NTU’s Xuzhou Campus,

and the Workshop of Advanced Academy of

Agronomy and Forestry), 17 historic buildings (such

as Luming Hall), and one memorial building (Tai Jing-

Nong's former residence). Since estimated restoration

costs are estimated to reach NT$800 million, this

funding project will hopefully inject new life into

these structures and fully open them once more,

thereby preserving the NTU community’s most

beloved shared memories.
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NTU Historic Building

Buildings, one of humanity’s most precious cultural

treasures, have witnessed the passing of history and

passed on the shared memories of times long lost.

Currently, the campus has

The NTU Historic Building Maintenance and Repair

Project hopes to draw resources from all sides to donate

and renovate. The funds collected are earmarked for these

buildings’ structural safety, restoration, daily maintenance,

and more.
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Why do structural 

restorations cost so much?

We will restore them to their previous glory,

reflecting the aesthetic styles of the past.

Improvements must be made in accordance with

the stringent regulations of the Guidelines

Concerning Subsidized Projects for the

Restoration, Preservation, and Maintenance of

Cultural Heritage.

These historic sites and historic buildings are not

just old piles of building materials, and they

reflect the spirit and values of an era, allow the

community to mingle with both the old and the

new, enjoying a more fitting environment for

studying and conducting research.

Aside from inheriting the past century, we also

wish to keep up with the times and breathe new

life into these structures. NTU’s historic treasures

gave you shared memories, but now they need

your help, so that you can make them shine in the

future.



Silver Award- NTU Reborn

“NTU Stories” 

Short Film Contest Awards

https://youtu.be/Fq0mATBM4uA
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